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ABSTRACT : In the present investigation Boron Carbide(B4C) reinforced Aluminium Alloy (Al-6061) composite were 

prepared for different composition (2-8 wt. %) by stir casting technique. The mechanical properties like strength, 

hardness and specific strain energy absorption of different as-cast composites and extruded condition have been 

investigated. The ultimate tensile strength and hardness of composites increased with the addition of reinforcement. The 

composites exhibited more impact energy and specific strain energy absorption for wt. 6% of reinforcement and further 

reduced. The composites subjected to conventional extrusion exhibited similar but enhanced strength and hardness. The 

specific strain energy absorption in matrix and composites were determined using Gauss Quadrature method by the data 

obtained from the tensile test. The impact strength of as-cast composites has been determined by Charpy test and 

correlated with specific strain energy absorption. The specific strain absorption of composites exhibited similar trend of 

impact strength. The microstructural changes were also studied with the help of optical microscope. The grain 

refinement of alloy and composites in as-cast and extruded condition were investigated and reported. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The need of high strength and ductile materials in structural applications has attracted the metallurgists to 

develop newer materials having more toughness. The light weight and high strength components especially in 

the area of aircraft, automotive and medical applications demand high specific strength and more energy 

absorption materials. The numbers of efforts were made to develop newer materials which exhibit high 

specific strength and specific energy. Many researchers have hammered themselves to improve ductility and 

strength of Al alloys through grain refinement by to plastic deformation process and was proved to be an 

effective method formodifying the structural properties. Aluminum 6061 alloy (Al-6061) is used extensively 

in the manufacture of aircraft, medical and automotive components. The Al-6061 is very much suits for the 

construction of yachts, motorcycles, bicycle frames, scuba tanks, camera lenses, fishing reels, electrical 

fittings, couplings and valves[1-4].Several techniques of metal forming process were also developed like 

Forging, Rolling, Extrusion and Drawing. An extensive work was carried out on aluminum alloys to 

understand their structural properties like mechanical properties, tribological and metallurgical changes. 

Among all the secondary forming operations the extrusion has several advantages compare to all other 

operations and also largely implemented in the several industries. Many metallurgists are extensively involved 

to understand the behaviour of alloys subjected to plastic deformation process. From the last two decades, 

several aluminum alloys were reinforced by different ceramic particles to develop high strength and high 

stiffness components. The metallurgists have determined to the larger extent the effect of reinforcement on 

properties of primary processed metal matrix composites[5]. But, metal matrix composites having hard phase 

particles like SiC, Al2O3 and B4C are less studied for mechanical properties after subjecting to plastic 

deformation process. The toughness is the important property less investigated and demanded for the 

applications in automotive and aerospace applications. Only recently, the users of aluminum and composite 

castings have realized the importance of fracture, fatigue, and impact property data in optimizing design 

parameters, and several investigations have been initiated. Impact toughness not ascertains the fracture 
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toughness but commonly used to evaluate the relative fracture behavior of engineering materials. 

Experimental results regard to the effect of extrusion on the impact toughness of metal matrix composites is 

very much limited. In the present work, ceramic particles reinforced with matrix of Al6061 alloy composites 

were developed by popular and well known stir casting method and changes of mechanical and metallurgical 

properties were investigated. The tensile test, impact test and specific energy absorption of composites were 

studied and reported. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The Al-6061 alloy’s chemical composition is listed in the Table 1 and was chosen as the matrix material in the 

present work. Other characteristics of Al-6061 alloy with T6 condition are density 2.7g/cc, hardness 95 BHN, 

ultimate tensile strength 310MPa and percentage of elongation 17%. The boron carbide (B4C) particles of 

mesh size of 75 microns are used as reinforcement material. The boron carbide particles are highly recognized 

in engineering applications for their hardness, chemical stability and thermal stability. 

Table 1: Chemical composition of Al-6061 Alloy 

Zn Cu Mn Mg Fe Cr Ti Si Al 

0.11 0.21 .04 0.89 0.25 0.25 0.1 0.6 Remaining 

 

2.1 PRIMARY PROCESSING (CASTING) 

The composites of Al-B4C castings were prepared in simple and most commonly adopted stir or vortex 

casting technique [4-6]. In the present work an indigenously developed ‘Induction melting furnace’ of 5kW 

having provision of stirring with help of DC motor was used. To facilitate measurement and control of the 

molten metal temperature K-type thermocouple was used. An Al-6061 alloy which usually comes in long bars 

and sliced into 40mm length pieces. Then, calculated quantity of matrix material was charged into the 

Stainless Steel crucible which has been used in induction heating. Researcher preferred to use stainless steel 

crucible rather than graphite crucible to avoid molten metal contamination. The melt is stirred and degassed 

with the help of hexa-chloro ethane (C2Cl6) solid degasser. With the help of ladles, the impurities and slag 

formed on top of the molten was removed. The B4C particles were preheated to 300–320° C for about 30 

minutes in order to remove the possible volatile substances. The preheated boron carbide particles of 75μm 

were dispersed it into the molten metal at controlled rate manually while melt being stirred. The mixing of 

slurry was performed at speed of ~400 RPM for 5 minutes to achieve homogeneous mixture of matrix and 

ceramic particles [7].  The mixture of B4C and molten metal was poured into the preheated (400°C) metallic 

molds. The metallic mold having cavities of size 18mm diameter and 200 mm long facilitate to obtain 

cylindrical castings. Then molds were allowed for solidification and once molds reached to ambient 

temperature the castings were removed from the moulds carefully with the help of tools. 

2.2 SECONDARY PROCESSING (EXTRUSION) 

The Boron Carbide reinforced composites of as-cast samples were subjected to conventional extrusion at 

room temperature. The cone shape of extrusion die leads to development of cracks in the billet (extrude) and 

also the required extrusion force is very much large due to large frictional forces between billet and die 

material. The conventional extrusion die developed was of bell shaped die profile, as shown in figure 1. The 

extrusion die was designed for the extrusion ratio of 2.25 and with help of D2 material. In order to resist the 

forces which, develop during the extrusion conical form of housing was used rather than fasteners. Elongation 

of fastenersduring extrusion due large forces leads to gap between the die halves and further flash formation 

takes place. The flash formation further increases the forces on the fasteners this leads to failure of the 

extrusion process. The billets prepared for the extrusion were having the dimensions of 16mm diameter and 

120mm long with fillet at the entry end. In order to reduce frictional force, the die profile is smeared with 

solid lubricant MoS2.The maximum load exerted during the extrusion process was 70kN. The developed die 

for extrusion has 60°die angle and land length of 2.12mm was shown figure 2. 
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Figure 1 Extrusion Die Profile 

 

Figure 2 Extrusion Die Setup 

 

2.3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 

Density of all the castings was determined experimentally and theoretically to avoid defects of castings. The 

quality of each castingwaschecked by comparing with the actual weight totheoretical weight and deviated 

ones discarded. The actual weight and dimensions are determined with the help of digital weighing machine 

and digital measuring instruments. It was observed in the engineering filed the Ultimate Tensile Strength 

(UTS) and Hardness (BHN) of material plays very significant role in design of structural components. 

According to the ASTM B557 standard, tensile test samples were prepared from the matrix and composites of 

as-cast and extruded condition.   

 

Figure 3 Tensile Testing Equipment 

 

Figure 4 Tested Tensile Samples 

The tensile test of samples was carried out at room temperature with the help of computerized Universal 

Testing Machine [Model: PC-2000] as shown in figure 3 and tested tensile sample was shown in figure 4. On 

the other hand, hardness measurements of all the samples were made using a Brinell Hardness Tester [Model: 

MRB 250] with ball indenter of 5mm and with a load of 250kg. The Charpy specimens were prepared from 

Al-6061 castings and composites according to ASTM E23. All the tests were carried out at room temperature. 

Morphology study of as-cast of matrix and composites in extruded state was carried out using a Dewinter 

Inverted Metallurgical Microscope [Model: DMI Premium] at different magnifications. For this purpose, 

samples were polished using different grades of polishing papers. Keller agent was used as etching agent to 

reveal microstructure of castings. The specific strain energy absorption in matrix and composites was 

determined with help of numerical methods by finding the area under the stress-strain curve.  
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2.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In present study the Ultimate Tensile Strength and Brinell hardness of matrix and composites in as-cast and 

extruded condition have been investigated and same was reported in Figure 5 and 6.  

 

Figure 5 Ultimate Strength of Matrix and Composites  

From figure 5, it has been observed the ultimate tensile strength of ascast and extruded composites exhibited 

similar trend. The extruded matrix exhibited about 45% more strength as compared to as-cast matrix. The 

extruded composite showed a reasonable strength enhancement about28% compared to as-cast composite 

having wt.8 % B4C reinforcement. This is due to strengthening mechanism by load transfer to the 

reinforcement. The hard ceramic particles obstruct advancing dislocation front there by strengthening the 

matrix [8]. The increase in strength may also be due to bonding of matrix material with the reinforcement 

particles. The reinforcement and the matrix strong interfacial bonding transfers and distributes the load from 

the matrix to the reinforcement leading to enhanced strength. Hence, a higher stress is required to initiate the 

crack between the matrix and reinforcement [9-11]. The addition of 8% boron carbide exhibits maximum 

strength of about 139 MPa. Addition of reinforcement beyond this brought down the strength of composite. 

The decrement in strength attributed to agglomeration and weak bonding between matrix and reinforcement 

particles. The agglomerated particles would present a weaker zone in the structure which may act as crack 

initiator in the specimen and lowers the strength. 

 

Figure 6 BHN of Matrix and Composites 

It has been noticed from the figure 6 that the hardness of extruded composites exhibited similar trend of as-

cast composites. The hardness of extruded composite reported about5% more compared to as-cast composite 
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at wt.8% of reinforcement. Several researchers concluded that higher hardness is always associated with 

lower porosity of metal matrix composites [12,13]. The higher hardness of the extruded composites can be 

reasoned to the fact that during extrusion process, some of the existing minor flaws in the casting get healed 

up, there by contributing to further improvement in the hardness of extruded composites when compared with 

the as-cast composites. In addition to this, significant grain refinement wasalso observed in the composites 

after extrusion which leads to strength enhancement [14,15]. 

 

Figure 7 Impact Strength v/s Reinforcement  

The impact energy was governed by the plastic deformation and strength of the metallic material. As long as 

the material exhibits strength and plastic deformation the material absorbs significant impact energy. In the 

present work it was observed that both the strength and hardness increases with the addition of boron carbide 

particles. As reported in the figure 7, the composites exhibited increased impact energy absorption till 6% 

which may be due to the fact that the material exhibitedreasonable plasticity. Beyond this limit of 

reinforcement plasticity have been reduced while the hardness increased lead to brittle behaviour, thereby 

decreasing the impact energy absorption capability. The as-cast composite exhibited highest impact energy 

absorption of 10J at wt.6% of reinforcement. The specific strain energy absorption has been determined by 

tensile test data obtained in tensile test and numerical methods. Through the tensile test determined specific 

strain energy absorption reported to be 34% less compared to impact energy and followed same trend of 

impact strength.  

 

Figure 8 Specific Strain Energy v/sReinforcement  
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It has been noticed from the figure 8 that the as-cast composites exhibited specific strain energy absorption 

similar trend of impact strength. The maximum specific strain energy absorption of as-cast composites 

reported about32% more at wt.6% of reinforcement. The elongation to failure and ultimate strength of 

composites limits the specific strain energy capability compared to as-cast matrix. The specific strain energy 

absorptionin the composites and matrix material indicates the materialtoughness.    

2.5 MORPHOLOGY 

The microstructure of composites having wt.8% reinforcement in as-cast and extruded condition, are reported 

in figure 9 and 10. The boron carbides are clearly visible in as-cast sample and boron carbide particles are 

aligned along the grain boundaries. The reinforcement particles and larger grains have been reported in figure 

9. The refined grains and elongated grain boundaries are reported in the figure 10. The strain induced during 

the extrusion makes grains to elongate in the extrusion direction. The elongated grain boundaries brought 

enhancement of toughness in the material [16]. 

 

Figure 9 Microstructure of ascast Composite of 

8% 

 

Figure 10 Microstructure of Extruded Composite 

of 8% 

 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The present investigation reports that:  

1. Al-6061-(wt.2-8%) B4C composites were successfully produced by stir casting route. Castings were free 

from porosity and clustering with fairly uniform distribution of B4C particulates in the matrix. 

2. The effect of the B4C reinforcement on Al-6061 matrix is appreciable in terms of the ultimate tensile 

strength, hardness, Impact strength and specific strain energy in the as cast condition as well as extruded. 

3. Extrusion of B4C reinforced Al-6061 composite was successfully carried at room temperature. The 

ultimate tensile strength and hardness of composites in as-cast and extruded followed similar trend. 

Whereas impact energy and specific strain energy reported maximum at wt.6% of B4C. 

4. Specific strain energy absorption in composites determined by tensile test exhibited similar trend of 

impact energy.  

5. The maximum value of the ultimate tensile strength of composites developed through stir casting process 

was exhibited at wt. 8% of B4C among the studied composites. 

6. By the results the material toughness has been well correlated in terms of impact strength. 
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